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Buffaloops launches guitar and drum sample platform for artists, 

producers, and DIY music creators 
Made using real instruments, by professional producers! 

 
Buffaloops launched a platform providing high-quality royalty-free instrument samples, loops, 
and drum kits, inspired by the music scene in Buffalo, NY, and made with industry-leading 
gear, tools, and software. Their audio is made by experienced producers and trailblazing 
artists, to bring you quality samples that can be used to create custom music, whether it be 
a personal homemade track, or a billboard top 100 song. 
 
Buffaloops knows that artists, producers, and DIY music creators want to have a large 
toolbox of professional-quality and unique samples and loops for composing and mixing. In 
order to do that, artists need scour the web to find usable samples at a reasonable price. 
The problem is, a lot of the samples out there aren’t unique, don’t use real instruments, aren’t 
made by industry-vetted professional producers, and are expensive! Too, most charge extra 
or take a percentage for royalties and licensing. This makes artists feel trapped, and 
creatively limited! Buffaloops believes in providing unique samples focused on tonal quality, 
that are ready to drop and play in any DAW, and are affordable and Royalty-free. They 
understand the struggle producers face today; especially those who do it themselves! 
 
Here’s our plan. 1. We gather professional players who have a unique musical story to share. 
2. We record, mix, and master their ideas into professional ready-to-use loops. 3. We bring 
them to you, royalty-free! 
 
The founding producers and artists at Buffaloops started out in Buffalo, NY, and have since 
traveled the world bringing expertly produced and mixed music to public ears. Our 
producers have worked in some of the music capitals of the country, including Atlanta and 
Los Angeles, at leading record labels. The Buffaloops producers have worked with some of 
the leading artists in the world today, including DaBaby, Future, J Balvin, YG, ELHAE, Yuna, 
Young Thug, Bebe Rexha, Fabolous, Just Blaze, and more. 
 
Stop wasting time and energy with tired, expensive, low-quality samples. 
 

Check out buffaloops.com today, and get a free sample pack on us! 


